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Creation Science: A Study Guide to Creation

The Big Bang OR Evidence 

for a Young Earth?

Big Bang: Fact or Theory?

• A small dot with an infinite 
amount of mass and 
energy (singularity)

• The dot explodes
– Why did it explode?

– Out of this dot comes all of 
the chemical elements in the 
universe

• Over time it cooled down 
as the universe expanded
– Some of it turned to matter: 
hydrogen and helium gas

– These gases collapsed 
forming stars

Exodus 20:11 For in six days the LORD made the heavens and the earth, 

the sea, and all that is in them, but he rested on the seventh day. Therefore 

the LORD blessed the Sabbath day and made it holy. 
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Parts come together…

• Out of these chemical 
elements
– Protons and Neutrons came 
together to form nuclei

– These new nuclei combined 
with the correct number of 
electrons 

• This explosion threw matter 
into space
– For millions or billions of 
years?

Cold Dark Matter

• Swirling gases form

• No stars

• Galaxies form

– Clusters of stars (very hot)

– Burning stellar objects

– Our solar system, universe and galaxy
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Quick Chemistry Lesson

• Matter is all around 
us…it is used to create 
atoms

• Atoms are used to 
create elements

• Elements are used to 
create molecules
– Everything we see has 
some kind of chemical 
composition

Helium Atom

Scientists Don’t All Agree

• Many astronomers abandon the Big Bang

• Not a good explanation of how the 

universe began

• The gap between theory and observation 

is too vast
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Genesis Teaches Us?

• Holy Bible

• God created everything 
with a purpose in 6 
days and rested on the 
7th Exodus 20:11

• God created the stars 
on the fourth day—
three days after the 
earth was created. 

• God created the 
earth…the land and 
divided it from the 
waters

• Big Bang

– By chance

– Over billions of years

– Stars were in 
existence before the 
earth

– It was disordered

– It had no one to start it

– The Earth was created 
out of a molten hot 
blob that cooled over 
time and organized 
itself into what we see 
today

Problems with the Big Bang
• Why does the universe hold together?

– Should have moved apart over millions of years of time

– Gravitational pull can’t be explained (young earth?!)

• Galaxies are always observed in clusters
– No single filed galaxy observed

– Scientists believe “cold dark matter” holds the universe together

– Hebrews 1:3 “He sustains all things by His powerful Word.”
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Where did the Energy 

Come From?

• If the universe started from nothing AND 
then exploded…why did it explode?

– No explanation is offered

– Where did the matter come from?

???

– Energy can not be created or destroyed
• Fundamental law of physics

How did Our Universe Form?

• Scientists believe 

after the Big Bang

– The clumps of matter 

started to swirl

– The swirling mass 

began to move in a 

straight line away 

from the explosion

– This disk became our 

Solar System
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Law of Conservation

of Angular Motion

Big Bang-2

• A super-collider has sent protons crashing into each other

• This is to recreate the moments after the Big Bang occurred

• Who is flipping the switch? 

• Scientists are looking for answers on how life began…it has 
been called the “god machine. 
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Solar System Defies Evolution

• Sun spins 
clockwise

• Planets move 
counter clockwise

• Venus and 
Neptune rotate 
backwards

• Two planets have 
moons traveling in 
both direction

More Problems with the Big Bang

Lots of Hype without any 

observable evidence

• Monopoles

• Flatness Problem

• Anti-Matter

• Missing Population III Stars
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The Sun the Moon and Comets

• Sun:

– Energy

– Shrinking

– Perfect Size

• Moon:
– Moving Away

– Perfect distance

• COMETS
– Still around

– Controversy

Where do the comets come from?

Ort cloud

C/1975 V1) photographed in early March 1978 by Peter Stättmayer

of the Munich Public Observatory. 

Kuiper Belt

Comets could 

not survive 

millions of 

years.
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An Island forms in the S. Pacific

•In  August 2006 in the South Pacific an Island formed 

very quickly!

•In 1963 in only a few days an island formed with

•Lava dome and flows, sandy beaches, craggy 

cliffs, gravel banks and lagoons

Age Dating…oops! • 170 year old lava rocks 
examined

• Age dated—millions 
years

• Fresh tree roots 
fossilized

• Age dated --millions of 
years 

• Not accurate because 
of heat?

• Trees found 

– Lava buried tree 
roots

– Wood of a tree 
found

– Age dates 
ranged to 
thousands of 
years to millions

– Coal Mine, 1993 
Australia
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Alpha Particles

• Alpha particles are in 

our atmosphere

• They do not go away

• The sun adds more to 

the atmosphere

• There is only enough 

found to account for a 

few thousand years

Radio halos

• Radio halos are formed with a burst of 
energy

• Burst discolors rocks leaving a “halo”

• Their rings can be used like fingerprints to 
identify different isotopes

• Finding Polonium halos in rocks shows a 
recent event…the rocks are only a few 
thousand  years old.
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Over-Pressurized Oil Reservoirs 

• Oil is found in the earth and has pressure

• The pressure dissipates (goes away) over time

• All the pressure should have dissipated 

(reached equilibrium in about 10,000 years)

• Oil does not need millions of years to form. It 

can be produced in weeks in a lab

– Right conditions: temperature, pressure and 

ingredients 

Fast Diamonds?

• Artificial diamonds can be 
made in a few months (for 
commercial use)

• Graphite can be 
transformed into ultra-hard 
pure diamonds in a few 
minutes

• It doesn’t take millions of 
years to create diamonds
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Erosion
• The oceans should be full 
of sediment if the earth 
was millions of years old

• Sediment that has 
accumulated accounts for 
a few thousand years

• Scientists believe there is 
a big hole or something 
that sucks all the sand 
out in the middle of the 
deep oceans (unproven)

• The continents would 
have been worn down to 
sea level in just 14 million 
years

• The rate of erosion is known

• The place where the falls 
began is known

• Combining these two factors 
shows that Niagara Falls is 
about 5,000 years old

Salty Sea and Coral Reefs

• There are 
minerals in the 
sea? 

• Evolutionists 
don’t know 
where the salt 
went

• The amount of 
dissolved 
minerals 
indicates the 
earth is about 
5,000 years old

• Coral reefs growth rate believed to 
take millions of years to form

• Known rates now 1.25 inches to 
2.5 inches per year

• At the most 10,000 years
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Stalactites and Stalagmites 

• Evolutionists: Millions of years to form

• Some old buildings have stalactites that 

formed in less than 50 years—5 feet tall

• Bats and other insects encased in 

minerals

• Insects encased in amber
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